
Sphere of application:

=  operative duplex loudspeaker communication at fixed and mobile command posts of security agencies, other 

state public authorities, enterprises and organizations;

=  operative dispatching (engineering) communication;

=  intercommunication systems;

=  warning systems.

Loudspeaker communication equipment realizes:

= stable functioning of the loudspeaker communication network consisted of 

more than 45 terminal blocks;

= stable functioning of loudspeaker communication forward directions 

between two (or several) terminal devices.

Аппаратура громкоговорящей связи обеспечивает:

= operation of terminal devices and basic unit via two-wire physical links;

= operation of terminal devices and basic unit via four-wire tone frequency 

channels;

= operation of loudspeaker communication forward directions between two 

terminal devices, between both two terminal devices via both two-wire physical 

links and four-wire tone frequency channels without using a basic unit. 

Advantages:

= flexibility of the construction of loudspeaker equipment networks and forward directions with various number of 

subscribers;

= duplex communication (all subscribers may talk and hear simultaneously);

= efficiency (terminal devices are in standby mode; there is no need in dialing or other activities for  audio signal 

transmission or receiving);

= external microphone with a press-to-talk-switch allows rectifying fading (delay) of transmitted or received audio 

signals appeared  in panels with an integrated microphone;

=  terminal devices and basic unit are implemented in a metallic impact-resistant case;

=  connection of the microphone and cables using connectors; 

= diagnostics: visual signaling and operative disconnection of faulty or perturb lines are available in the basic unit;

= operation via two-wire physical links with the local battery and via four-wire tone frequency channels (TFC);

=  the equipment technical characteristics may be changed at the Customer's request;

=  high reliability.

Basic technical data of the basic unit:

Basic unit provides:

= connection of up to 20 terminal devices via two-wire physical links;

= connection of up to 10 terminal devices via four-wire tone fre-

quency channels; 

= connection of other basic units via two-wire physical links  and four-wire tone frequency channels;

= diagnostics of subscriber lines' and TFCs' state;

= faulty lines automatic block;

= establishment of a working group of conference communication;

= PC control, event logging.
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Basic technical data of the terminal device:

The terminal device provides:

= connection of up to 2 terminal devices via two-wire physical links;

= connection of 1 terminal devices via four-wire tone frequency channels;

= connection of the microphone with a press-to-talk-switch and external desk microphone;

= connection to the basic unit via two-wire physical links  and four-wire tone frequency channels;

= power supply of the basic unit and terminal units is fulfilled from 220V AC network through adapters or from DC 

power supply for the terminal unit – 12V, for the basic unit - 19 – 72 V.

Vitality and resistance to external factors:

Resistance of the loudspeaker communication equipment to external influencing factors meets the requirements of 

the operating group 1.7 GOST standard B 20.39.304-76. 

Certificate:

The Certificate of Production of domestic manufacture № 644.1/6473-1, issued by the Chamber of Commerce and 

Industry of the Republic of Belarus.

Versions of construction of the loudspeaker communication equipment networks and directions:                                                                    
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